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Pierced | Define Pierced at Dictionary.com adjective. punctured or perforated, as to form a decorative design: a pendant in pierced copper. (of the ear) having the lobe
punctured, as for earrings. (of an earring) made to be attached, as by a post or wire, through the hole in a pierced ear lobe. Pierced | Definition of Pierced by
Merriam-Webster of a body part: having a hole that was made so that a piece of jewelry can be worn through it: having holes made in one or more parts of your body
so you can wear jewelry in them See the full definition for pierced in the English Language Learners Dictionary. Pierced Synonyms, Pierced Antonyms |
Thesaurus.com Synonyms for pierced at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for pierced.

How to Get Your Nipples Pierced: 14 Steps (with Pictures) Find a reputable piercing/tattoo parlor in your area. Choosing a safe, professional piercing parlor is the
first and arguably most important step in getting your nipple pierced. Piercing establishments are often found in urban areas, but you'll come across them in even the
remotest of places. Pierced - definition of pierced by The Free Dictionary pierced (pÃ®rst) adj. 1. Cut through with a sharp instrument; perforated. 2. Of or relating to
a body part that has been perforated for the purpose of attaching a piece of jewelry. 3. Of or relating to a piece of jewelry designed to be worn in a such a body part: a
pierced earring. pierced (pÉªÉ™rst) adj. 1. punctured or perforated, as to form a. Body piercing - Wikipedia Body piercing, a form of body modification, is the
practice of puncturing or cutting a part of the human body, creating an opening in which jewelry may be worn or where an implant could be inserted.The word
piercing can refer to the act or practice of body piercing, or to an opening in the body created by this act or practice. It can also, by metonymy, refer to the resulting
decoration, or to.

Pierced by Chronic Ink | Newmarket Piercings & Jewellery ... Rethink piercings. Pierced is Newmarket's new destination for body piercings and jewellery. Get safe,
expert piercings from professional piercing artists. GETTiNG MY NOSE PiERCED AT 12 YEARS OLD!!! Hiii! We're Family Fizz and we vlog our lives in fun
DAILY VIDEOS! SUBSCRIBE and join the #FizzFam: https://www.YouTube.com/FamilyFizz?su.
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